M il itar y ex clu si ve !
The Min istr y Of Def enc e has ann oun ced the Gloc k 17 Gen 4 will

The Armed Forces’
newest life-saver
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THE TESTING
The British Army doesn’t take
decisions lightly, and the Glock
was put through its paces for
around 18 months in a variety
of environments and scenarios.
Countless magazines were
emptied in temperatures
ranging from –40oC in the
Arctic to 50oC in deserts –
something extra important for
current operations.
Sandy, boot-melting
sunshine in Afghanistan could
cause the Browning to jam –
known as “stoppages” – and the
Glock is better equipped to
handle that environment.
“It’s durable and because
there are less parts to worry
about, it’s easier to clean and
maintain,” says Colonel
Warden. “Plus, its lighter
weight makes it a bit easier
to carry. It all helps.”

Life-saving
speed
“The Glock is much easier
to train with, so you’ll become
competent much faster,”
continues Colonel Warden.
“And it’s quicker into the draw.”
Warrant Officer Class 1
Mark Anderson also revealed
trained soldiers will be able to
draw the pistol from its holster
and deliver five accurate
rounds on a target within two
seconds – a key requirement
when the Glock was being
tested. And it’s those
split-second timings which
will save military lives in
combat situations.

-sav er

The
Army’s
new pistol
fired!
THE FUTURE

THE FIRING

Taking aim at the wooden
target’s chest, we unloaded the
full 17-round magazine (four
more bullets than the Browning
can hold), taking apart the
right shoulder.
“If you had a
week’s worth of
training, I think
you’d be pretty
good,” says Col
Warden. In other
words, proper
soldiers should
barely need any
time to adjust to the
new, lighter, “more
accurate” sidearm.
Understandably,
we weren’t allowed
to draw the weapon
from a holster,
presumably to
save our thigh
from being
ripped open.

other new weapons
then,” he concludes.
But don’t get excited
just yet. We’re much more
likely to see a new
standard-issue assault
rifle rather than bullets
curving around walls
or cloaking vehicles.
For now,
at least…

The new pistol will be phased
in from March and could see
action in Afghanistan from
September – just the start of
an overall arsenal upgrade.
“Once Afghanistan is
finished, we’re going to look at
the future shape of the Army
and the infantry,” says Colonel
Warden. “And we will be
looking at bringing in
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W

e hold the pistol
in our sweaty
palms, arms
quivering. Then, we hear the
instruction, “Shoot when you’re
ready.” We steady ourselves,
finally convinced the recoil
won’t hit us in the face, squeeze
the trigger… and miss the
target. At least we avoided
pistol-whipping ourselves.
ZOO has just unleashed our
first bullet from the Glock 17
Gen 4 – the Armed Forces’ new
standard-issue sidearm, which
has replaced the Browning
L9A1 after 46 years of
distinguished service.
“It’s like your car,” explains
Colonel Peter Warden, who
equips the Armed Forces with
light weapons. “There’s a point
where it’s more cost-effective to
buy a new one – and we’re there
with the Browning.”
Every soldier will have
access to the Glock 17 Gen 4 – if
their local commander deems it
necessary – which was chosen
after a two-year procurement
process; think The X Factor
with shooters instead of
singers, and double-hard
soldiers instead of Louis
Walsh. Here’s why…
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Z O O m a n g e t sh
h a n d s -o n w it
the glock

Staff Sergeant Matt Hodgkinson gives
us a masterclass in pistol shooting
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